The EF360 Tech Trainee Program
EF Education First

Positions available in London, Lucerne, Shanghai, Boston.

If you’re a recent graduate with a passion for technology and innovation, EF360 Tech Trainee Program could be for you.

The Program
Join a team that acts like a startup, but operates with the resources of an international company. The EF360 Tech Trainee Program offers you the opportunity to work on a small team that tackles BIG problems. We’re looking for technologists who have a desire to get hands-on, professional experience in product, mobile & web development, collaborative software and integrated design.

Are you...
- Passionate about clean code and software development methodologies?
- Interested in learning about how technology can change the way people see the world?
- Motivated to solve challenging problems at scale?

If you are excited by dynamic challenges that require creative solutions and the opportunity to see your work impact a business on a global scale, this program could be for you.

The Year Ahead
As an EF360 Tech Trainee, you’ll start your tech career in an environment that is fast, flat, and flexible. We know that the best solutions are drawn from holistic experiences so we’ll ensure that you see firsthand how each phase of product development, from incubation to implementation, affects our business. In order to fully understand the scope of your work and the impact technology has upon the way our customers experience the world, you will travel to some of EF’s most innovative work spaces. We have Technology offices in 4 locations; Boston, London, Lucerne and Shanghai. You will get to meet our Lab teams and other EF360s across the globe. Along the way, you’ll have the opportunity to meet and work side by side with some of our top executives and tech leads as well as the visionaries who inspire us, to hear and experience their insight.

The role starts in summer or early fall of 2018.

Your EF Career Path
It is this simple: Technology is vital to how EF delivers beautiful experiences to our customers. In one short year you’ll have truly gained a 360 degree perspective on the intersection between creative, technology and business. At the end of your year you’ll earn a position within the company tailored to your talents and interests. We have a variety of positions in our Creative and Technology teams. We have Developers, Tech Leads, Project Managers, Business Analysts, UX Designers, Integrated Producers, and Globe Trotters throughout our global offices.

The international education industry is currently worth USD50 billion and growing by almost 30 percent each year. As the world leader in international education, EF Education First is paving new roads for learning – using technology, research and design. EF is an entrepreneurial, innovate, dynamic and international organization employing 46,500 people across 114 countries

Sound like the perfect opportunity for you? Tell us why!

Positions available in London, Lucerne, Shanghai and Boston
Application deadline January 7, 2018.